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ABSTRACT
Tohoku University is now developing an international scientific micro-satellite named RISESAT (Rapid
International Scientific Experiment Satellite), whose launch is planned to be in the end of 2013. RISESAT is a 50-kg
class micro-satellite. The orbit is planned to be a sun-synchronous orbit with an altitude of around 700km. RISESAT
will carry 6 international scientific payloads developed by overseas partners, including a high-precision telescope
with liquid crystal tunable filters with 5m GSD, as well as an optical communication terminal as technology
demonstration. The total weight of payload instruments sums up to more than 10kg which is about 20 % of the
whole satellite. RISESAT employs a payload main computer based on Space Plug and Play Avionics (SPA)
technology for controlling all of these scientific instruments. By applying virtual system integration technology,
remote integration of satellite components spread all over the world becomes possible without getting together at a
certain place. In this way the integration of a variety of payload instruments becomes simple and the effort required
can be dramatically reduced. RISESAT project is now at the end of Engineering Model development phase and has
experienced first mechanical and electrical integration activity of the Engineering Models of payload instruments.
scientific instruments from all over the world, designing
the satellite bus system, and arranging the total project
management activities. This paper describes the system
design of the micro-satellite RISESAT, including its
selected payload instruments and computer network
which introduces the Space Plug and Play Avionics
standard.5 This paper also summarizes the most updated
project progress status.

INTRODUCTION
Professor Shinichi Nakasuka of the University of Tokyo
is now leading a small satellite development activity
within the scope of a Japanese FIRST (Funding
Program for World-Leading Innovative R&D on
Science and Technology) program. In this program
several micro-satellites are going to be developed and
launched by the end of Japanese fiscal year of 2013,
including one scientific micro-satellite under
international cooperation, which is the second one of
the series. This program shall contribute to enhance the
activities of world’s small satellite research societies
and industries, and to build the basis of new paradigm
for the future, where cost-effective and reliable small
satellites are widely utilized for both research and
business purposes.
Tohoku University has been very active in the field of
small satellite development for years and is one of the
few Japanese universities which have experience with
50 kg class micro-satellites. Tohoku University has
successfully developed, launched, and operated its first
micro-satellite SPRITE-SAT1 (renamed as RISING-1
after the launch), and is completing the second
microsatellite RISING-22-4. These are illustrated in
Figure 1. Due to this background Tohoku University
has been selected as the leader of the above mentioned
international scientific micro-satellite being in charge of
project management of this satellite and is playing the
central role in selecting and organizing international
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Figure 1: SPRITE-SAT (left) and RISING-2 (right)
RISESAT PROJECT
RISESAT is a 50 kg class scientific satellite conducting
observations and experiments by different types of
scientific instruments mainly focusing on Earth and its
environments. As the results of invitation and selection
process of payload instruments, six international
scientific instruments have been finally identified. In
addition to these, RISESAT will carry a lasertransmitting optical communication terminal for the
demonstration of data down-link through optical link
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from micro-satellite to ground stations. RISESAT also
carries a so-called data packet decoder for
implementing store-and-forward functionality, which
enables global environmental monitoring with sensor
networks around the Earth.

Partner: Ångström Space Technology Ceter
(ÅSTC), Uppsala University (Sweden)
(S8)

Global environmental “In-Situ” measurement
Inst.: Store-and-Forward Data Packet Decoder
(DPD)
Partner: Japan-led international collaboration
(still under arrangement)

The (S2), (S4) and (S8) are still under detailed
arrangement between interested partners. The
instruments specification is however identified and the
Engineering Models for (S4) and (S8) are now being
developed. Only a flight model will be developed for
the HPT.
Figure 2: RISESAT (artist impression)
Technology Demonstration Missions
There are also some technology demonstrations
including optical communication as listed below.

Scientific Missions
The scientific mission objectives of RISESAT can be
summarized as follows.
(S1)

Astronomical observation
Inst.: High-Precision Telescope (HPT)
Partner: National Central University (Taiwan)

(S2)

Multi-spectral high-resolution Earth observation
Inst.: High-Precision Telescope (HPT)
Partner: National Central University (Taiwan)
and Indonesian partner (still under arrangement)

(S3)

TLE (Transient Luminous Events) observation
in upper atmosphere
Inst.: Dual-band Optical Transient Camera
(DOTCam)
Partner: Institute of Space, Astrophysical and
Plasma Sciences & Department of Physics,
National Cheng Kung University
(Taiwan)

(S4)

Ocean observation
Inst.: Ocean Observation Camera (OOC)
Partner:
Japanese-Taiwanese
International
Collaboration (still under arrangement)

(S5)

Space dosimetry
Inst.: Three Dimensional Silicon Detector
Telescope (TriTel)
Partner: Hungarian Academy of Science, Centre
for Energy Research (Hungary)

(S6)

(S7)

Accurate attitude control
Attitude control error requirement: < 0.1deg (3σ)
Attitude control error objectives: < 0.04deg (3σ)
Attitude stability: 6″/s for 200ms

(E2)

Panel deployment mechanism
Max. power generation: > 100W
Max. power consumption: >50W

(E3)

De-orbit mechanism
Thin-film deployment mechanism (2.5x2.5m)

(E4)

Micro monitoring camera
4π real-time observation

(E5)

High-speed data downlink system
~2.45Mbps (X-band)

(E6)

Redundant on-board computer system

(E7)

Store-and-forward architecture

(E8)

Optical communication
Inst.: VSOTA (Very Small Transmitter for
Component Validation)
Collaborative research with Japanese National
Institute of Information and Communication
Technology (NICT)
~ 100 Kbps

PAYLOAD INSTRUMENTS
This chapter summarizes the detail of the payload
instruments and their mission objectives.

Space radiation environment monitoring
Inst.: TIMEPIX Space Radiation micro-Tracker
(TIMEPIX)
Partner: Institute of Experimental and Applied
Physics (IEAP), Czech Technicala University in
Prague, (Czech Republic)

High Precision Telescope
The High Precision Telescope of the RISESAT inherits
the technology obtained by the previous RISING-2
mission. The engineering parameters of RISESAT HPT
are listed in Table 1. This HPT is equipped with two
separate Liquid Cristal Tunable Filters (LCTF) in

Magnetic field measurement
Inst.: Micro Magnetic Field Sensor (μMAG)
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continuous wavelengths. The step size of the filter is
about 1nm and required time for switching wavelengths
is about 10 to 300 ms. Each LCTF is combined with a
CCD matrix image sensor with pixel resolution of 5m at
an altitude of 700 km in Low Earth Orbit. With this
combination, one can obtain multi-spectral images.
RISESAT utilizes this HPT for both Earth and
astronomical observations. In the Earth observation
mode, RISESAT will conduct either nadir pointing or
target pointing modes. In case of target pointing mode,
RISESAT is able to take multi-spectral images of the
target area. The Flight Model (FM) of the HPT of the
RISING-2 is illustrated in Figure 3 and the performance
of its LCTF is illustrated in Figure 4.
Table 1:

Figure 5: DOTCam Engineering Model (©NCKU)
DOTCam
The DOTCam is a camera system developed by
National Cheng Kung University of Taiwan for
observing/detecting Transient Luminous Event (TLE)
in Earth upper atmosphere. The Engineering Model of
the DOTCam is illustrated in Figure 5 and its
parameters are listed in Table 2. With the combination
of selected wavelengths, DOTCam can detect different
kinds of TLE based on on-board image processing
technology. RISESAT conducts Earth Limb pointing
mode during the DOTCam operation as illustrated in
Figure 6. The operation is limited in the eclipse side of
the orbit.

Specification of the HPT

Parameter

Value

Type of Optics

Cassegrain

Focal Length

1000 mm

Diameter

100 mm

LCTF Filters

420-700 nm
650-1050 nm

CCD Resolution

5m @ 700 km

FOV

3.3 x 2.5 km

Exposure time

> 1/40000 s

Table 2:

Specification of the DOTCam

Parameter

Value

Filters

623-750 nm
555-565 nm

Sensor Type

CCD

Pixels

659 x 494

FOV

22.0 x 16.5 deg

Resolution

~1.8km@Earth Limb

Mass

650 g

Size

133 x 70 x 105 mm

Figure 3: RISING-2 HPT Flight Model

Figure 6: DOTCam Observation Mode
OOC
The Ocean Observation Camera is a multi-band wide
field of view camera system designed for ocean
observation. The pixel resolution is about 100 m with a

Figure 4: Performance of RISING-2 LCTF
(© Hokkaido University)
Kuwahara
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swath width of about 65 km. This camera system will
sweep the ocean surface in a continuous image
acquisition mode. The main target area is Asian regions
around Japan and Taiwan and the data can be used
mainly for fishery purposes. The Engineering Model of
the OOC is now still under development. The
breadboard model of the OOC is illustrated in Figure 7.

detector operation settings such as sensor bias, frame
acquisition time, measuring mode, etc. The scientific
objectives of TIMEPIX is to characterize the mixed
radiation field, namely the entire charged particle
spectrum from energetic electrons, protons, up to
relativistic cosmic-ray ions. TIMEPIX can provide
detailed spectral and temporal information of each
component of the space radiation field, as well as the
direction of trajectories of energetic particles. The
results will serve as direct inputs for space weather and
solar radiation studies, as well as studies of single event
effects in electronic and satellite equipment and health
hazards to crew of manned missions. The detector
board of the TIMEPIX and the internal configuration of
the sensor is illustrated in Figure 9.

Figure 7: OOC Breadboard Model
TriTel
The three dimensional silicon detector telescope TriTel
is an advanced dosimetric instrument which contains
three mutually orthogonal, fully depleted, passivated
implanted planar silicon detector pairs accompanied by
a stack of printed circuit boards for signal and data
processing. TriTel measures energy deposit of charged
particles to identify LET (Linear Energy Transfer)
spectrum and the quality factor of cosmic radiation and
has almost uniform sensitivity in 4π. Aboard the
RISESAT, TriTel will investigate spatial and temporal
changes in the cosmic radiation field in Lew Earth Orbit
regions.

Figure 9: TIMEPIX Detector Board and Internal
Configuration of the Unit (©IEAP CTU in Prague)
uMAG
The μMAG is a magnetic field measuring sensor based
on MEMS technology developed by Uppsala University.
The size of the sensor is about 38 x 8 x 7 mm and the
size of the housing box is about 60 x 10 x 9 mm. The
sensor has three channels for 3-D measurement with a
bandwidth of 0 – 1kHz. The amplification can be
switched between two modes and the sensor can
measure magnetic field either in the range of ±1 μT
with a resolution of 1 nT and or ±100 μT with a
resolution of 100 nT. One sensor assembly will be
mounted atop the deployable panel. The breadboard
model of the sensor and mock-up model of the sensor
assembly are illustrated in Figure 10.

Figure 8: Telescope Geometry and Combined
Sensitivity of TriTel (©Hungarian Academy of
Science, Centre for Energy Research)
TIMEPIX
The TIMEPIX Space Radiation micro-Tracker consists
of two Timepix pixel detectors, developed within the
scope of research carried out in frame of the Medipix
Collaboration, assembled into a single device. Each
detector has its own readout interface which is derived
and was constructed from the spacewire readout
interface Satpix6 developed at the IEAP CTU in Prague
for the European Space Agency, ESA. The device will
be configured at the power-on defining a number of
Kuwahara

Figure 10: μMAG Sensor Assembly Breadboard
Model (left) and Mock-up Model (right) (©ÅSTC)
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Table 3:

System Specification of RISESAT

Figure 11: VSOTA Pre-manufacture Illustration of
Collimator Assembly (left) and Flight Model of
Electric Unit (right) (©NICT)
VSOTA
The VSOTA is a laser transmitting optical
communication terminal for micro-satellites developed
by the Japanese National Institute of Information and
Communication Technology (NICT). The laser diode
control electronics and the collimator assembly are
illustrated in Figure 11. VSOTA has two channels with
wavelengths of 980 nm and 1540 nm. The output
powers are 540 mW and 80 mW maximum, and the
transmitting beam angles are 3.5 mrad and 1.3 mrad,
respectively. The electronics unit and the collimators
are connected with individual optical fibers.

SATELLITE BUS SYSTEM
The specification of the RISESAT is summarized in
Table 3. There are two main objectives in system
design, which are 1) to keep the satellite’s bus system
as versatile and reusable as possible for series of future
scientific missions, and 2) to improve key performances
such as attitude control accuracy, power generation and
storage, and downlink capability, in order to realize a
wide-variety of recent demanding scientific missions.

This VSOTA unit is a part of advanced bi-directional
laser communication terminal (SOTA) for microsatellites, developed by NICT. NICT and Tohoku
University aims to realize orbit demonstration of oneway optical communication by means of this VSOTA
from micro-satellite to ground station as the first step.
RISESAT aims to downlink real scientific data obtained
by other scientific payload instruments through this
communication channel for demonstration.

The first objective is very important to keep the
development cost and effort considerably low and the
development schedule short. The bus system of the
RISESAT has therefore received an identification name
as Advanced Orbital Bus Architecture (AOBA). AOBA
aims to obtain competitiveness in the world as a
possible bus system for a wide range of future
demanding scientific missions.

The collimator assembly is fixed to the satellite
structure, therefore it is required that RISESAT conduct
target pointing attitude control mode to point the both
collimators toward the Earth optical ground station.
With the attitude control capability of the RISESAT,
communications with a data rate of 100 kbps or more
can be achieved using a receive telescope with a
diameter of 1.5 m. In the case of SOTA, the beam angle
and beam pointing direction can be fine-controlled
inside SOTA. RISESAT also aims to achieve 0.04 deg
of pointing accuracy in order to demonstrate optical
communication with mobile optical ground station with
relatively small diameters.

The improved performances of the attitude control
system, power supply system, and communication
system of RISESAT regarding the second objective are
summarized in the above table. Each of these was
dramatically improved relative to the predecessor
satellite RISING-2. For example, RISESAT can
conduct continuous observation throughout an entire
orbit with fine pointing mode, and downlink several
Gbit of data a day, which was not possible with the bus
system of the RISING-2.

Store-and-Forward Data packet Decoder
This Data Packet Decoder (DPD) is designed for global
environmental monitoring, e.g. of carbon distribution.
RISESAT inherits technology of micro-satellite WEOS
and will provide infrastructure of gathering up-linked
in-situ measurement data.
Kuwahara

The electrical architecture of RISESAT is illustrated in
Figure 12 and Figure 13, and its mechanical
configuration is illustrated in Figure 14.
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Figure 12: RISESAT System Electrical Architecture

Figure 13: RISESAT Power Distribution Architecture
Kuwahara
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Figure 14: RISESAT Mechanical Configuration

Figure 15: RISESAT Payload Electrical Configuration
Kuwahara
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PAYLOAD SYSTEM
Recently, remote sensing capabilities of micro-satellites
are continuously being improved and the dimensions of
scientific instruments especially elements of optical
components both lens and mirror systems are increasing.
Moreover, the amount of generated data by latest
sensors is enormous due to their high spectral, spatial,
temporal, and radiometric resolutions. The payload
system of the RISESAT is designed to deal with these
technological challenges.
Mechanical Interface
The important feature of the mechanical structure of
micro-satellites in terms of scientific missions is how
large the accommodation envelope and how much the
allowable mass for the scientific instruments can be. A
pillar structure is selected based on the available large
spatial resource and technological background at
Tohoku University. The space between the pillar and
the side panels is the possible envelope for the
instrument installation. In order to keep the interface
simple and to make the system modular, the spaces for
bus components and payload instruments are clearly
separated as illustrated in Figure 14. In addition, one of
the four plats of pillar was extended in order to improve
accommodation surface area for on-board instruments.
This allows, for example, accommodation of scientific
optical instruments with a diameter of about 130 mm at
the maximum. Relative to the previous RISING-2
satellite, the accommodation surface area on the pillar
was improved by 50 %, and the proportion of the
payload mass was increased by about 4 %. Including
the mass of the main payload computer, the total mass
of payload system sums up to almost 20 % of the whole
satellite.

Figure 16: Payload System Power Distribution
Architecture
Power Management
The Main Power Distribution Unit (MPDU) of the SHU
receives a bus power line from the satellite’s central
Power Control Unit. MPDU generates secondary
voltages such as 5 V and 12 V for internal use and
power supply for payload instruments. For instruments
which requires other than these voltages, such as TriTel
with 15.5 – 35V, SHU can accommodate up to two
custom voltage DC/DC converters inside. The
communication lines from the SHU’s main computer
OBC Lite and the 5V power supply lines from MPDU
are mixed into SPA standard interface by two
Distributed Power Control Units (DPCU). Each of these
DPCUs can have four SPA-U output interfaces. The
OBC Lite and the MMU are directly powered by the
MPDU. One μRTU is assigned to each payload
instrument and this unit deals with conversion of SPAU to and from component specific electrical interfaces.
All these SPA-compliant components are product of
Swedish ÅAC Microtec AB.

Electrical Interface and Data Handling
All payload instruments are controlled and provided
with power by the Science Handling Unit (SHU) as
illustrated in Figure 15. The uplinked commands are
routed from the Satellite’s main computer named SCU
to the SHU and the housekeeping data of the payload
instruments are reported back to the SCU. Space Plug
and Play Avionics USB (SPA-U) network is applied to
the interface between the SHU and the payload
instruments. Data handling of each unit of instruments
is done by a dedicated Remote Terminal Unit (RTU).
RTUs receive commands from the SHU and control
each instrument unit, as well as reading out the mission
data and either forwarding them to the Mass Memory
Unit (MMU) or storing in remote. The MMU with nonvolatile memories stores the mission data from the all
payload instruments. The MMU will also perform data
pre-processing for the downlink before sending the data
to the X-band transmitter.
Kuwahara

Figure 17: OBC Lite (Flight Configuration above)
(©ÅAC Microtec AB)
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Figure 18: Main Power Distribution Unit
(©ÅAC Microtec AB)

Figure 22: SHU Mechanical Configuration
The pictures of above mentioned SPA-compliant
components of the SHU are illustrated in Figures 17-21.
Also the mechanical configuration of the SHU is
illustrated in Figure 22.
Assembly Integration, and Test
One of the main reasons why the SPA interface was
selected for RISESAT is that the combinational use of
SPA with the Virtual System Integration (VSI)
technology allows electrical assembly, integration and
tests between remotely located SPA compatible
instruments via internet. For example, provided that the
SHU is integrated with the rest of the satellite and is
located in Japan, a payload instrument developed and
located overseas can be electrically integrated and their
system integration test can be done remotely. This
technology is quite useful when it comes to
international scientific micro-satellite projects to
accelerate the progress of the project and possibly to
reduce component’s transportation costs and time
between participating institutions. A scenery of virtual
system integration is illustrated in Figure 23.

Figure 19: Distributed Power Control Unit
(©ÅAC Microtec AB)

Figure 20: μRTU (©ÅAC Microtec AB)

Figure 23: Virtual System Integration with VSI-Box
via Internet (©ÅAC Microtec AB)

Figure 21: Mass Memory Unit
(©ÅAC Microtec AB)
Kuwahara
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PROJECT SCHEDULE
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This paper firstly summarized the background and
mission objectives of the international scientific microsatellite RISESAT, followed by brief description of
each payload instruments. Secondly, this paper also
summarized information on system design of RISESAT.
The specification of the satellite and electrical
architecture and mechanical configuration were
introduced. Finally the detail of the payload system
based on SPA technology was described together with
pictures of components and electrical diagrams.
RISESAT will be one of the first micro-satellites which
implements SPA technology for real-life international
scientific missions.
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